toseemblearreportoncurrent
screeningandvettingprocedures,
informationsharingpractices,and
recommendations to improve these
activities, to include an evaluation of
the usefulness of the DS–5535. The
Department is aware of these
requirements, and is committed to
evaluating and improving the utility of
the DS–5535 accordingly.

Methodology
Department of State consular officers
at visa-adjudicating posts worldwide
will ask the additional questions to
resolve an applicant’s identity or to vet
for terrorism, national security-related,
or other visa ineligibilities when the
consular officer determines that the
circumstances of a visa applicant, a
review of a visa application, or
responses in a visa interview indicate a
need for greater scrutiny. The additional
questions may be sent electronically
to the applicant or be presented orally or
in writing at the time of the interview.

Julie M. Stufl.
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau
of Consular Affairs, Department of State.

[FR Doc. 2021–02413 Filed 2–4–21; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

[Public Notice: 11346]
Notice of Receipt of Request From the
Government of the Republic of Albania
Under Article 9 of the 1970 UNESCO
Convention on the Means of
Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
Import, Export and Transfer of
Ownership of Cultural Property

AGENCY: Department of State.
ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice of receipt of request from
Albania for cultural property
protection.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Chelsea Freeland, Cultural Heritage
Center, Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs: 202–632–6301;
culprop@state.gov; include “Albania”
in the subject line.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Government of the Republic of Albania
made a request to the Government of the
United States on November 9, 2020,
under Article 9 of the 1970 UNESCO
Convention on the Means of
Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
Import, Export and Transfer of
Ownership of Cultural Property.
Albania’s request seeks U.S. import
restrictions on archaeological and
ethnological material representing
Albania’s cultural patrimony. Pursuant
to the authority vested in the Assistant
Secretary of State for Educational and
Cultural Affairs, and pursuant to 19
U.S.C. 2602(f)(1), notification of the
request is hereby published. A public
summary of Albania’s request and
information about U.S. implementation
of the 1970 UNESCO Convention will be
available at the Cultural Heritage Center
website: http://
culturalheritage.state.gov.

Allison R. Davis,
Executive Director CPAC, Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs, Department
of State.

[FR Doc. 2021–02369 Filed 2–4–21; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

[Public Notice: 11347]
Proposal To Extend and Amend
Cultural Property Agreement Between
the United States and Egypt

AGENCY: Department of State.
ACTION: Public notice.

SUMMARY: Proposal to extend and amend
the Memorandum of Understanding
Concerning the Imposition of Import
Restrictions on Categories of
Archaeological Material of the Arab
Republic of Egypt.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Catherine Foster, Cultural Heritage
Center, Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs: 202–632–6301;
culprop@state.gov; include “Egypt” in
the subject line.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Pursuant
to the authority vested in the Assistant
Secretary of State for Educational and
Cultural Affairs, and pursuant to 19
U.S.C. 2602(f)(1), an extension and
amendment of the Memorandum of
Understanding Concerning the
Imposition of Import Restrictions on
Categories of Archaeological Material of
the Arab Republic of Egypt is hereby
proposed.
A copy of the Memorandum of
Understanding, the Designated List of
categories of material restricted from
import into the United States, and
related information can be found at the
Cultural Heritage Center website: http://
culturalheritage.state.gov.

Allison R. Davis,
Executive Director CPAC, Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs, Department
of State.

[FR Doc. 2021–02368 Filed 2–4–21; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4710–05–P

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement—Clinch River Nuclear Site
Advanced Nuclear Reactor Technology
Park

AGENCY: Tennessee Valley Authority.
ACTION: Notice of intent.

SUMMARY: The Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) intends to prepare a
Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) to address the
potential environmental effects
associated with the construction,
operation, and decommissioning of an
advanced nuclear reactor technology
park at the Clinch River Nuclear (CRN)
Site in Oak Ridge, Roane County,
Tennessee. The park would contain one
or more advanced nuclear reactors with
a cumulative electrical output not to
exceed 800 megawatts electric (MWe).
TVA plans to evaluate a variety of
alternatives including a no-action
alternative. Public comments are invited
to identify other potential alternatives,
information, and analysis relevant to the
proposed action.

DATES: The public scoping period begins
with the publication of this Notice in the
Federal Register and comments on the
scope of the PEIS must be received or
postmarked by March 19, 2021. To
accommodate social distancing
guidelines and public health
recommendations related to the COVID–
19 pandemic, TVA will host a virtual
open house on March 1, 2021 from
6:00–8:00 p.m. EST. Visit https://
culturalheritage.state.gov. 

www.tva.com/nepa to obtain more
information.

ADDRESSES: Comments may be
submitted in writing to J. Taylor Cates,
NEPA Specialist, 1101 Market Street, BR
2C–C, Chattanooga, TN 37402.
Comments may also be submitted online
at: https://www.tva.com/nepa or by
e-mail to nepa@tva.gov. Due to COVID–
19 teleworking restrictions, electronic
submission of comments is encouraged
to ensure timely review and
consideration.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Other related questions should be sent
to Tennessee Valley Authority, J. Taylor
Cates, NEPA Specialist, 1101 Market
Street, BR 2C–C, Chattanooga, TN
37402, 423–751–2732, or
tcates@tva.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This
notice is provided in accordance with the
Council on Environmental Quality’s
(CEQ) regulations for implementing the
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) at 40 CFR parts 1500–1508 and
Section 106 of the National Historic